PCC Range Rules
Cherokee Gun Club IDPA
Gun specs, types of PCC’s allowed, division capacity, etc.
are covered in Appendix B Pistol Caliber Carbine Division.
In addition to the competition rules, these are rules for
handling a PCC at Cherokee Gun Club.
ARRIVAL TO CLUB: All PCCs should arrive at the club
unloaded with chamber flagged. Coming out of a vehicle they
must either go muzzle down into a cart or into a closed gun
bag. The PCC must be stored in closed & zipped gun bag or
muzzle down on 3-Gun style cart.
PCC’s are not be carried unbagged i.e. using a shoulder
sling or on shoulder. No exceptions.
All PCCs must have a highly visible chamber flag easily
seen by all competitors AT ALL TIMES (unless shooting).
NO GUN HANDLING: PCCs are not to be handled unless
under the direction of a designated Safety Officer (SO) or in a
designated safe area.
ARRIVING AT A STAGE: Shooters will arrive at each stage
with the PCC in a zipped & closed gun bag or muzzle down
in a cart with the chamber flagged.
SHOOTER ON DECK: When a shooter is the on-deck
shooter, they may bring their gun bag/cart to the on-deck
position.

Beginning A Stage:
● Shooter occupies the Start position
● Range is hot, eyes & ears
● Upon “Load and make ready” command, the shooter
removes the gun from the bag or cart.
● SO takes the chamber flag, PCC is loaded.
Finishing a Stage:
● After “unload and show clear”, both the shooter and the
SO inspect the chamber and mag well.
● SO inserts the chamber flag.
● Shooter engages the safety.
● Shooter returns the PCC to the gun bag, zips it closed or
puts it back on the cart.
● Range is clear

